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A B S T R A C T

This paper proposes a category- and selection-enabled nearest neighbor join (NNJ) between relation r and
relation s, with similarity on T and support for category attributes C and selection predicate θ. Our solution does
not suffer from redundant fetches and index false hits, which are the main performance bottlenecks of current
nearest neighbor join techniques.

A category-enabled NNJ leverages the category attributes C for query evaluation. For example, the
categories of relation r can be used to limit relation s accessed at most once. Solutions that are not category-
enabled must process each category independently and end up fetching, either from disk or memory, the blocks
of the input relations multiple times. A selection-enabled NNJ performs well independent of whether the DBMS
optimizer pushes the selection down or evaluates it on the fly. In contrast, index-based solutions suffer from
many index false hits or end up in an expensive nested loop.

Our solution does not constrain the physical design, and is efficient for row- as well as column-stores.
Current solutions for column-stores use late materialization, which is only efficient if the data is clustered on the
category attributes C. Our evaluation algorithm finds, for each outer tuple r, the inner tuples that satisfy the
equality on the category and have the smallest distance to r with only one scan of both inputs. We
experimentally evaluate our solution using a data warehouse that manages analyses of animal feeds.

1. Introduction

In most real world applications with nearest neighbor joins (NNJs),
the nearest neighbors of a tuple r r∈ must be determined for a subset
of the tuples in relation s. As an example, consider a data warehouse
with a fact table s that stores analyses of animal feeds. If an application
asks for the ‘Vitamin A’ value of ‘Soy’ on 2014-05-01, we must find the
analyses in s with the timestamp closest to 2014-05-01, but only among
the tuples that i) satisfy predicate Nutrient=‘Vitamin A’, and ii) have the
same category value (i.e., we want a value for ‘Soy’). Towards this end,
we propose a category- and selection-enabled NNJ operator, which, for
each tuple in relation r, returns the tuple(s) in s with the most similar
value for T that have the same category C and satisfy predicate θ.

In the past, efficient solutions have been developed for computing
NNJs. These solutions are neither category- nor selection-enabled and
become inefficient if C or θ is present. This is a non-trivial problem in
NNJ queries since the equality on C and the evaluation of θ cannot be
postponed until after the NNJ [1]. For example, a NNJ might select as
nearest neighbor of (‘Soy’, 2014-05-01) the tuple (‘Pea’, 2014-05-02).
Clearly, this pair is filtered out after evaluating the equality on C since

the categories are different. Thus, no nearest neighbor for (‘Soy’, 2014-
05-01) would be returned, which is incorrect.

Our approach is the first NNJ solution that is category- and
selection-enabled. It efficiently deals with selective predicates and
multiple categories, without constraining the physical organization of
the input relations. Our category-enabled algorithm is run once
independent of the number of categories. As a result, our query tree
copes well with any optimization on the category attributes to reduce
the runtime. For example, in a data warehouse context, when the DBMS
uses the categories in the query to limit the tuples of the fact table, our
approach still fetches each block of the fact table at most once. This is
not the case when a SortMerge NNJ [2], in combination with the
SegmentApply operator [3] to handle different categories, is used. For
such an approach, if a disk or memory block stores tuples of different
categories, it is fetched multiple times. Our selection-enabled approach
stays robust if either the DBMS optimizer pushes down the evaluation
of the predicate below the NNJ (e.g., if θ is selective), or if it evaluates
the selection on the fly (e.g., in case θ is often true). Current B-Tree
solutions [4] deteriorate if the selection is evaluated on the fly since, if
the closest tuple fetched does not satisfy the selection predicate, then
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the second closest must be retrieved, then the third closest, and so on
until a tuple satisfying the predicate is fetched.

Our approach does not suffer if a given block stores tuples of
different categories since the blocks of the input relations are accessed
at most once, independent of the number of categories that are stored
on a block. Our solution also does not suffer if θ is selective since, in
such a case, the tuples that do not satisfy θ are filtered out before the
NNJ. The robustness of our solution is independent of the physical
design. For example, column-stores perform well only if a primary (or
clustered) index on the relations is available: if the data is not clustered
by (C, T ), redundant fetches are computed on C, T , and on every
column involved in θ. Our approach does not require any clustering or
index structure, but indexes are leveraged to directly access the tuples.
The independence of the physical design is a key property of category-
and selection-enabled NNJs for two reasons: first, only one clustering
can exist; and second, the category and similarity attributes are query
dependent and change for each query (one NNJ query might compute
the similarity on the price, another one on the time, and yet another on
the quantity). In our experiments, we show that our approach is up to
two orders of magnitude faster than state of the art solutions for
computing real world queries on the Swiss Feed Data Warehouse [5]
and on the GREEND dataset [6] if no primary index for the category
and similarity attributes is available.

Our technical contributions are as follows:

• We introduce and define the category- and selection-enabled NNJ
operator.

• We introduce an efficient query tree to compute queries with
category- and selection-enabled NNJs. Our query tree can be
integrated both in row- and column-stores. Independent of the
clustering of the input relations, our solution does not suffer from
redundant fetches and false hits.

• We provide roNNJ, a sort-merge-based algorithm that, for each
tuple of the left subtree, finds the tuples in the right subtree that have
the same category and the closest values of the similarity attribute,
with a single scan of both inputs.

• We describe the seamless integration of NNJ queries with predicates
and categories into PostgreSQL.

• We use the Swiss Feed Data Warehouse and the GREEND dataset to
experimentally evaluate the performance of our approach and
compare it with the state of the art techniques implemented on disk,
main memory, and column-stores.

This paper extends the work in Cafagna et al. [7]. Beyond the
contributions of this work we explore the advantages of a query tree
with our category-enabled NNJ, and we show that the drawbacks of
related approaches are independent of the physical design of the input
relations. Towards this goal we implemented and evaluated our solution

on column-stores. We show how category- and selection-enabled NNJs
can be integrated into the query trees of a column-store (e.g.,
MonetDB). The experimental evaluation compares the runtime on
column-stores against ours. Due to an increase of the size of our dataset
(new analyses have been added to the Swiss Feed Data Warehouse
during the last year), the absolute numbers in the experiments differ
from the ones in [7], especially for the B-Tree since the number of look-
ups to compute (two per outer tuple) has increased.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present our
running example. Section 3 discusses related work. Section 4 defines
the category- and selection-enabled NNJ. In Section 5 we describe our
algorithm. Section 6 introduces NNJ query trees and offers an analytical
evaluation of our approach. Section 7 reports the result of an empirical
evaluation on the Swiss Feed Data Warehouse and the GREEND
dataset. Section 8 draws conclusions and points to future work.

2. Running example

As a running example, we use the Swiss Feed Data Warehouse [5],
i.e., a data warehouse that stores lab analysis of animal feeds, using a
fact table with a vertical design where each value of the analysis is
stored in a different row [8,9]. Fig. 1 shows selected tuples of fact table
s. Animal feeds C , such as ‘Soy’, ‘Pea’, or ‘Hay’, are sampled in the field
at an altitude A and analyzed at time T in a lab where the value V of
various nutrients N is measured with reliability R. For instance, tuple s0
records that for feed ‘Soy’, grown at an altitude of 1030 m, the nutrient
content of ‘CP’ (Crude Protein) at time 2014-06-15 is 1.40 with
reliability 0.9. Since lab analyses are expensive and more than 600
nutrients exist, not all nutrients N are measured on a daily basis (e.g.,
no ‘CP’ value has been measured for ‘Soy’ on 2014-06-19).

Relation r in Fig. 1 illustrates the outer tuples for which the nearest
neighbors in s must be retrieved: attributes C and T correspond to the
feed and day for which a measurement is needed. In the web application
of the Swiss Feed Data Warehouse (http://www.feedbase.ch), the users
(farmers, domain experts, etc.) use the result of the NNJs to compute
graphical interpolations that represent the evolution of a given nutrient
in different feeds to pick the feed that best suits the desired
characteristics (e.g., the cereal that has the most stable protein
content in the animal feeding process). Attribute C typically covers up
to 5% of the feeds stored in the fact table (e.g., all cereals), while
attribute T represents the days for which the nutritive values must be
computed. Note that it is not possible to precompute the join off-line
since the result depends on predicate θ, which is defined over a
combination of attributes that change for each query, e.g.,
θ N R≡ ( = ‘CP’ ∧ > 0.7).

Table 1 summarizes the notation we use in this paper.

Fig. 1. Outer Relation r; Fact Table s with Lab Analyses of the Nutrients of Feeds.
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